I. Multiple Choice:

(i) Vocabulary: Choose the best answer for each sentence.

1. Today is very ___. You can’t see the sun. (A) sunny (B) windy (C) cloudy (D) tiny
2. He ate something that went bad and finally ___ up. (A) grew (B) brew (C) drew (D) threw
3. Last week I went to a book ___ and bought some books. (A) fence (B) fair (C) fool (D) form
4. That was the best ___ in the book. (A) margin (B) chapter (C) printer (D) notice
5. His rude words ___ me. (A) embarrassed (B) encouraged (C) communicated (D) interviewed
6. After I graduate, I want to ___ my study in America. (A) attend (B) continue (C) charge (D) claim
7. Birds of a ___ flock together. (A) leather (B) feather (C) weather (D) length
8. Be careful. She may hide ___ the door. (A) through (B) among (C) between (D) behind
9. He lives seventeen ___ from us. (A) ounces (B) kilos (C) yards (D) litters
10. Tokyo is the ___ city of Japan. (A) most (B) large (C) capital (D) similar
11. Whether she is alive or not is still a ___. (A) misery (B) doubt (C) mystery (D) crime
12. I am very ___ before giving a presentation in class. (A) nervous (B) single (C) sudden (D) purple
13. Do not make ___ that you cannot keep. (A) promises (B) promotions (C) information (D) emotions
14. She was frightened when she ___ saw the ghost. (A) uniquely (B) suddenly (C) terribly (D) luckily
15. I enjoy going to a ___ to listen to some good music. (A) circus (B) company (C) bakery (D) concert
16. They made the secret ___, so everybody knew what it was. (A) private (B) public (C) common (D) tricky
17. Nobody knows the ___ name of that famous singer. (A) effective (B) confident (C) original (D) convenient
18. Janis is very ___ of Judy because Judy has a lot of boyfriends. (A) jealous (B) measurable (C) multiple (D) magic
19. When you speak English, you must ___ each word clearly. (A) pronounce (B) renounce (C) announce (D) denounce
20. As usual, Sherlock Holmes has asked his friend Dr. Watson to come with him to ___ another crime. (A) read (B) mention (C) spell (D) study
21. Two ___ make up a school year in Taiwan. (A) couples (B) mid-terms (C) semesters (D) twins
22. If you want to open a coffee shop, you need to find a good ___. (A) height (B) campus (C) vocation (D) location
23. If you can keep a ___, I will tell you what happened last night. (A) stress (B) screen (C) secret (D) style
24. Do you have any ___ festivals in your countries? (A) cosmetic (B) traditional (C) thorough (D) responsible
25. We worked hard and won first prize for the science ___ at school. (A) reject (B) project (C) term (D) sample
26. Sorry I ___ you for somebody else. You look exactly like my friend Tom. (A) mistook  (B) misunderstood (C) misinterpret  (D) misuse

27. If we want to protect the ____, we should not cut down so many trees. (A) engine  (B) diary  (C) crayon (D) forest

28. I put everything in the ____: my shoes, my books, my clothes, my parents’ photos. (A) locker  (B) lottery (C) loss  (D) loaf

29. After he survived the car accident, he got an ____ leg. (A) expressive  (B) instant  (C) efficient  (D) artificial

30. She ____ to me because she didn’t want others to hear it. (A) shouted  (B) whispered  (C) addressed  (D) replied

(ii) Grammar: Choose the best answer to fit each sentence

31. Do you dare to ____ songs in public? (A) sing  (B) sang  (C) sung  (D) singing

32. I remember I ____ her a love letter. (A) write  (B) wrote  (C) written  (D) writing

33. Are you ____ with me tonight? (A) will come  (B) came  (C) coming  (D) to come

34. It is ____ to collect old coins. (A) fun  (B) a fun  (C) the fun  (D) a funny

35. Oh my goodness! We have been ____ for 100 miles. (A) drive  (B) drove  (C) driven  (D) driving

36. English is ____ by people around the world. (A) to speak  (B) spoke  (C) spoken  (D) being speaking

37. Would you mind if you ____ me your phone number? (A) give  (B) gave  (C) given  (D) being speaking

38. Never ____ in love with strangers when you travel abroad. (A) fall  (B) fell  (C) fallen  (D) feeling

39. Look at her. She has ____ into a beautiful girl now. (A) grow  (B) grew  (C) grown  (D) been grown

40. When she got home, she found out that her mother ____ (A) had died  (B) dies  (C) dead  (D) was died

41. Please remember ____ this letter for me. (A) mail  (B) mailing  (C) have mailed  (D) to mail

42. Janet is going to school tomorrow and ____. (A) so do I  (B) so am I  (C) I do too  (D) I do so

43. You ____ tell the truth before the judge finds out. (A) don’t mind  (B) would rather  (C) used to  (D) had better

44. Mathematics ____ a very difficult subject for many students. (A) be  (B) is  (C) are  (D) have

45. Several hours ___, I saw him walking into the convenience store. (A) late  (B) later  (C) latter  (D) last

46. We traveled together as far as Taichung City, ____ we parted. (A) when  (B) which  (C) where  (D) why

47. I have four sisters; one lives in Taipei, but ____ live in Kaoshiung. (A) another  (B) other  (C) the other (D) the others

48. My friend John always gives me ____. (A) many good advice  (B) a lot of good advice  (C) little good advices  (D) few good advices

49. I can not speak Japanese, still ____ French. (A) more  (B) better  (C) less  (D) can’t

50. You are the ____ person I expected to meet here. (A) last  (B) lately  (C) likely  (D) late